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High-energy electron beam production by femtosecond laser interactions
with exploding-foil plasmas
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The interaction of an ultraintense, 30-fs laser pulse with a preformed plasma was investigated as a method
of producing a beam of high-energy electrons. We used thin foil targets that are exploded by the laser amplified
spontaneous emission preceding the main pulse. Optical diagnostics show that the main pulse interacts with a
plasma whose density is well below the critical density. By varying the foil thickness, we were able to obtain
a substantial emission of electrons in a narrow cone along the laser direction with a typical energy well above
the laser ponderomotive potential. These results are explained in terms of wake-field acceleration.
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It is well established that the interaction of ultra-sho
laser pulses with plasmas in the relativistic regime gives
to the excitation of high amplitude electron plasma wav
~wake fields! originating from the ponderomotive expulsio
of electrons from the interaction region. In the origin
scheme of laser wake-field acceleration~LWA ! @1# the maxi-
mum amplitude of electron plasma waves is achieved w
the laser pulse duration is of the order of 1/vp , wherevp is
the plasma angular frequency. This implies that the sho
the pulse, the higher the plasma density in which these c
ditions can be achieved, with obvious advantages for
generation of high-energy electrons. In fact higher densi
allow higher accelerating electric fields to be achieved@1#. In
particular, the density required for this quasi-resonant con
tion to be established isn'331029t22 where n is ex-
pressed in cm23, and the laser pulselength,t in seconds.
With t of the order of several hundreds of femtoseconds
in the case of recent experiments on LWA@2#, this relation-
ship requires an electron density of the order of 1016 cm23.
With a much shorter pulse of 30 fs, as in the case of
experiment, the optimum density for LWA@3# is '3
31018 cm23, i.e., more than two orders of magnitude high

When this quasi-resonant condition is not satisfied and
laser pulse is longer than 1/vp , the interaction process en
ters the regime of self-modulated laser wake-field accel
tion ~SMLWA! @4#. In this case, electrons are trapped
high-amplitude electron plasma waves generated by sti
lated Raman forward scattering~SRFS! @5#.

From the point of view of laser-driven, plasma-based
celerators, the original LWA scheme is certainly a more
equate mechanism compared with SMLWA because of

*Also at Dipartimento di Fisica Universita` di Pisa, Unita` INFM,
Via Buonarroti 2, 56100 Pisa, Italy.
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unpredictable behavior of the SRFS instability@2#. Until
now, the possibility of investigating the LWA scheme in
relatively high-density plasma has been strongly limited
the lack of intense, ultra-short (,50-fs! laser pulses. Only
recently an experiment has been reported@6# in which elec-
tron acceleration was investigated in the interaction o
29-fs laser pulse with a gas jet at a relatively high intens
On the other hand, it is well known that in the case of int
action with a gas jet, the chirped pulse amplification~CPA!
pulse itself ionizes the medium, consequently propagatio
likely to be strongly affected by refraction. Therefore it
crucial to investigate the interaction of such very short pul
with a preformed plasma, a configuration in which the la
of experimental data is basically absolute.

In this work we report measurements on fast electron g
eration which, to our knowledge, are the first in the regime
ultra-short laser interaction with preformed plasmas at ul
relativistic intensities. The basic idea of the experiment w
to try to profit from the nanosecond pedestal arising fro
amplified spontaneous emission~ASE!, typical of CPA laser
systems, to preform a plasma having a density of the orde
the one required for the onset of LWA over a suitable leng
The exploding-foil technique is well established as a hig
reliable plasma preforming method which can provide pl
mas of large scale length with rather controllable dens
profiles. Such plasmas can also be simulated in advance
ing hydrodynamic numerical codes and can be character
experimentally in detail@7,8#. Foil thickness and material
together with the laser features are the key parameters t
controlled to obtain a plasma of the required peak den
and scale length.

The experiment was carried out using the Ti:sapphire
ser at the ‘‘Salle Jaune’’ of the Laboratoire d’Optique App
quée ~LOA! which operated at a wavelength of 0.815mm
and delivered up to 800 mJ on target in a 30-fs full width
half maximum~FWHM! pulse@9#. The linearly polarized (p
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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on target! beam of the LOA laser was focused in a 5mm
~FWHM! diameter spot on a thin plastic~FORMVAR! foil
target, by using af /5 off-axis parabolic mirror, with an angle
of incidence on target of 20°. In this configuration the inte
sity of the ASE prepulse on target was greater th
1014 W/cm2, i.e., well above the plasma formation thresho
in such thin plastic foils@10#. Therefore, an exploding foil-
like plasma could indeed be generated prior to the arriva
the main (30-fs! pulse. Two-dimensional hydrocode simul
tions performed using the 2D Eulerian hydrocodePOLLUX

@11# show that with this ASE intensity and focal spot size
large scale length~mm-sized! plasma with a peak density o
approximately 1023nc , (nc51.731021 cm23 being the
critical density!, i.e., just above 1018 cm23, is produced with
a '1 mm thick plastic foil.

A schematic set up of this experiment is shown in Fig.
High-energy electrons produced by the CPA interaction w
the plasma propagate in the vacuum before colliding with
chamber wall, which acts as a bremsstrahlungg-ray con-
verter. For a given direction of propagation of the electro
impinging on the converter, bremsstrahlungg-ray photons
are emitted in a cone of apertureu'1/g, where g is the
relativistic factor of the electrons. Provided that the elect
energy is sufficiently high (@1 MeV!, the original electron
angular distribution is then preserved and can be retrie
from the photon angular distribution. Ourg-ray detectors
consisted of four 24.5 mm diameter, NaI~Tl! crystal scintil-
lators of 12.5, 25.4, 50.8, and 50.8 mm thickness resp
tively, coupled to photomultipliers~PM’s!. They were cali-
brated in the single photon regime using emission lines fr
several radioactive sources including the 511 and 1274
lines from 22Na source and 898 and 1836 keV lines from
88Y source.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the study of wake-field accele
tion of electrons in the interaction of a ultra-intense CPA pulse w
a preformed plasma. The plasma was produced by an explosio
a 1 mm thick plastic foil by the laser prepulse~ASE!. Also shown
are the main diagnostics for optical andg-ray measurements.
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These detectors were placed 5 m away from the target
could be moved around the chamber to perform angular
tribution measurements. They were shielded from the he
background radiation by means of lead bricks, while the l
of sight was attenuated with layers of lead sufficiently thi
to keep the PM signal below saturation. The response of e
detector to an interaction event consists of pulse with a
time of the order of a few nanoseconds, set by the photom
tiplier tube, and by a fall time of 230 ns, which is the dec
time of the scintillator. The height of the pulse is a meas
of the energy released in the scintillator crystal by the rad
tion that reaches the detectors. The lower energy limit of
spectral response window of each detector is approxima
10 keV and is determined by the 1 mm thick Al case whi
contains the NaI~Tl! crystal. The upper energy limit is in
stead determined by the thickness of the crystal itself. T
thickness of the shortest crystal, i.e., the 12.5 mm co
sponds to the attenuation length of'50 keV photons while
the 24.5 mm corresponds to the attenuation length of
keV photons. For a thickness greater than 50 mm, the atte
ation length is basically independent of the photon energy
to the 100 MeV region. Clearly, when a lead attenuator
used, the overall spectral response of our detection syste
modified. As discussed below, additional information is th
needed to extract spectral information from the data.

First of all we point out that our detectors measured
intenseg-ray signal in the forward direction only when th
1 mm thick target was placed in the waist of the focusi
optics. In these conditions, the emission was so intense
very thick layers of lead had to be used to reduce the
signals down to a working regime. Numerical simulatio
@12# show that in this configuration of very thick attenuato
lead basically acts as a simple, energy independent attenu
which reduces the signal by approximately one order of m
nitude every 5 cm of lead~exponential law! for all photon
energies above a few MeV, which corresponds to an atte
ation coefficienta50.46 cm21. The measuredg-ray signal
consisted of a main component due to bremsstrahlung
primary electrons and a diffuse component due to second
scattering processes. The diffuse component was sepa
from the main one by taking into account the measured
pendence of theg-ray signal upon the thickness of the lea
attenuator. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the bremss

-
h
of

FIG. 2. Dependence of the bremsstrahlungg-ray signal as a
function of the thickness of the lead attenuator. The diffuse com
nent ofg-ray photons is obtained by fitting the data with a suitab
function ~see text!.
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lung g-ray signal for all four detectors, as a function of th
thickness of the attenuator. The diffuse component ofg-ray
photons was obtained by fitting the data with the funct
S(x)5Sc exp(2ax)1B, whereSc is the main component,x
is the lead thickness, andB is the diffuse component. Th
result of the fit is shown by the curves in Fig. 2. According
this result, the signal after 15 cm of attenuator is mostly d
to the diffuse component, while for smaller thickness t
main g-ray component accounts for most of the signal.

As mentioned above, the working regime of our detect
was such that additional data is needed to obtain deta
spectral properties of the detectedg-rays. However, detailed
Monte Carlo simulations@12# compared with ourg-ray mea-
surements strongly suggest that a population of fast elect
with energies of many tens of MeV is generated. In fa
from our data a relationship was obtained which links
total number of electrons produced during the interaction
their typical energy. From simple energy balance consid
ations, and assuming an energy conversion into mo
energetic electrons of 10%, it can be shown that our res
are consistent with a beam of 1011 electrons with an energy
of approximately 30 MeV impinging on the bremsstrahlu
converter. If a smaller number of electrons is produced, t
a higher electron energy must be assumed in order to sa
the energy balance. These considerations enable us to
sonably conclude that a fraction of the electrons generate
our experiment had an energy greater than 30 MeV.

At these values of the electron energy, indirect angu
distribution measurements based upon bremsstrahlung e
sion, like the one used in our experiment, are expected
give a good, though overestimated, measure of the elec
beam aperture. The angular distribution of the main com
nent of theg-ray emission was measured moving the det
tor assembly around the target chamber at a fixed distanc
5 m, as shown in the setup of Fig. 1. Data were taken w
different attenuator thicknesses depending on the sig
strength. The result is summarized in the plot of Fig.
where the signals of all the four detectors are shown. In
plot each data-point corresponds to an average of typica
shots taken over two different runs~one run from 0° to 60°
and another run back to0°). Thevertical error bars represen
the actual statistical error of all measurements taken a

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of bremsstrahlungg-ray photons
detected by the four NaI detectors assembled together. Also sh
are the fitting curves which yield an aperture of the angular dis
bution of approximatelyQFWHM542°.
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given angle and are therefore a measure of the reproduc
ity of our results. According to this plot, theg-ray radiation
generated by the interaction of primary electrons with
chamber walls is preferentially emitted along the CPA dire
tion. A best fitting of the data yields an aperture of theg-ray
emission cone of approximatelyQFWHM542°. Measure-
ments performed at angles larger than 60°, including
backward direction~with respect to the CPA laser axis!,
showed only signal due to the diffuseg-ray component.

The plot of Fig. 3 clearly shows that we have generate
population of high-energy electrons that are emitted in a n
row cone along the direction of the laser pulse. In the
sence of a detailed information of the spectral distribution
the electrons, an exact evaluation of the electron beam a
ture from ourg-ray data would be rather uncertain and
beyond the aim of this work. In fact, further experiments a
being planned which will provide more detailed and quan
tative measurements of these features. Here we would lik
stress that these measurements provide clear evidence
electron acceleration in a preformed plasma has been
vated in our experimental configuration and, as further d
cussed below, LWA is the most likely candidate to expla
our observations.

Optical imaging and spectroscopy in both the forward a
the backward directions were also carried out in order
monitor the interaction conditions from the point of view
propagation of the CPA pulse through the plasma. Th
measurements, a detailed description of which is given e
where @13#, confirm that the pulse was transmitted throu
an underdense preformed plasma with no significant chan
neither in its cross-section intensity distribution nor in
spectrum. Only a small fraction of the incident laser lig
was reflected or scattered at large angles from regions
are marginal with respect to the main propagation regi
The spectrum of the transmitted light shows a small r
shifted tail which is most likely due to self-phase modulati
~SPM! originating from the ponderomotive expulsion o
electrons in the interactions region. No detectable Ram
scattered radiation was found in the forward optical spectr
copy channel. This is consistent with models of interact
with ultra-short, high-intensity pulses@14# which also predict
substantial suppression of the SFRS instability.

Finally, thinner targets (0.1mm) were also used to gen
erate a preformed plasma with a much lower peak densit
the time of the CPA interaction, roughly 1024nc . In this
case no detectableg-ray signal was found which correspond
to a reduction of more than two orders of magnitude wh
compared to the case of interaction with a 1mm thick target.
A dramatic decrease of theg-ray signal was also observe
when the 1mm foil was moved out of the best focus of th
laser focusing optics by more than two Rayleigh lengths.
these observations show that conditions for high-energy e
tron production only exist in a narrow region~tuning! of our
experimental parameters suggesting that quasi-reso
LWA is the most likely candidate to explain our bremsstra
lung g-ray measurements.

In conclusion we studied the interaction of an ultra-sho
ultra-intense, 30-fs CPA laser pulse with a plasma preform
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by the laser ASE from a thin foil target using the explodi
foil technique. The foil thickness was chosen in order
obtain a preformed plasma of'1023nc , suitable for quasi-
resonant laser wake-field acceleration with a 30-fs la
pulse. Optical measurements confirm that the appropriate
teraction conditions for LWA have been achieved. Electr
measurements were performed detecting bremsstrahlun
diation from high-energy electrons. Our measurements s
that an intense beam of energetic electrons (.30 MeV! is
emitted forward in a narrow cone along the propagation
rection of the CPA pulse interacting with a plasma. The
results also demonstrate that our experimental configura
is well suited for studies of the interaction of very powerfu
very short (,50-fs! CPA pulses with preformed plasma
01540
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even when multi-beam plasma preforming techniques can
be implemented.
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